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The year 1989 marked a new beginning. The Berlin Wall fell, and with
it, the Soviet empire. East Germany was soon absorbed by the Federal
Republic of Germany, but other nations in Central and Eastern Europe long
held in captivity by the Soviet Union proclaimed their independence. History
took still another turn in 1991. The Soviet Union itself disintegrated, and from
its ruins a great many new nations emerged in Central Asia and Eastern
Europe.
All the nations that once constituted the Soviet Union and its empire are
now engaged in a reconstructive process of considerable scope and intensity.
One dimension of this reconstructive process is economic: the great socialist
experiment, in which all the means of production were owned by the state,
has been declared a failure. The production of goods and services under
socialism lagged behind that of capitalist societies, and in the name of
economic efficiency reformers are now transferring the ownership of state
enterprises to private hands.
Another facet of the reconstructive process is political. Many former
Soviet-bloc countries have denounced their totalitarian past and have, often
through the adoption of a constitution, committed themselves to democratic
principles - to making government responsive to the desires and wishes of
the citizens instead of the other way around.
In many respects, the economic and political facets of the reconstructive
process are consistent with one another. Indeed, economic reforms may
facilitate the establishment of democracy and are often justified in those terms.
Removing the power over economic decisions such as jobs and income from
the hands of government officials not only improves efficiency, but also
deprives these officials of a powerful instrument of control over the public.
Citizens will feel freer to criticize and disagree. Of course, state officials can
still retaliate against citizen-critics by launching criminal prosecutions.
Criminal sanctions are more visible, however, and thus perhaps harder to
deploy than economic decisions like deciding not to hire or promote someone.
In any event, criminal sanctions were available even under a socialist
economy.
From this perspective, the task of building a free press in the new
democracies is rather straightforward. Transfer ownership of all the state-
owned media - both the newspapers and the electronic media - to private
interests. Sell, or simply give away, assets like printing presses and broadcast
facilities. Allow free entry of new media enterprises. In some domains,
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